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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout  the paper,  unless the contrary is stated, 2d denotes a real Banach space (not nec- 
essari ly reflexive), A'* the topological  dual  of A', (., ")x the associated pair ing and t[ • I[ norm 
in A" as well as in X*. Let fl C 2 /be  nonempty, closed, and convex. Consider a single-valued 
operator  ,4 : T~(A) c X ~ 2d* with f~ c :D(A) and f E X* be arbitrary.  The symbols "----~" 
and "--~" denote the strong and the weak (weak*) convergence, respectively. 
The present s tudy is concerned with the following var iat ional  inequal i ty (for short, ~)Z), find x E 
such that  
(Az-f,z-z)x>o, Vze~.  (1) 
An element x E ~2 satisfying the above condit ions is said to be a solut ion to (1). We shall denote 
by $ (A ,  f ,  f~) the set of all solutions to (1). 
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A great number of results for (1) are available when either the domain f~ is bounded or the 
operator ,4 is coercive (cf. [1-15], and the references therein). However, variational formula- 
tions of many engineering and economics models lead to inequalities such as (1) with unbounded 
domains and noncoercive operators (see [1,5]). These problems are generally ill-posed and a 
common strategy to deal with them is the use of the so-called regularization methods. Though, 
the usefulness of these methods have been envisioned at the very early stage of the development 
of variational inequalities, detailed explorations have been made mainly for monotone operators 
(see, for instance, a recent survey article by Nashed and Liu [10]). The central idea of these 
methods is to regularize (1) by supplying an operator B which together with the operator A pro- 
vides stability. However, more recently it has been observed by 'many scholars that the classical 
regularization methods are not efficient enough to handle variational inequalities with certain 
classes of operators. For example, it has been noticed by Isac [6] that the so-called Tikhonov reg- 
ularization method is not strong enough to handle variational inequalities with pseudo-monotone 
operators. These facts have attracted the attention of many researchers, and, as a consequence, 
many new regularization methods have been proposed and analyzed. We refer the reader to the 
contributions of Facchinei-Kanzow [3], Giannessi [4], and the cited references therein. Another 
source of motivation is the recent contribution of Nashed and Scherzer [11], where the authors 
have regularized a minimization problem in nonreflexive spaces. The regularization of minimiza- 
tion problems in nonreflexive spaces is crucial for classical problems uch as the minimal surface 
problem and for modern problems uch as image reconstruction. 
The main emphasis of the present contribution, isto give an approach, in the setting of a general 
Banach space, which works for pseudo-monotone as well as monotone operators. The basic idea 
of this approach is to transfer (1) to another space. The methodology adopted resembles the 
so-called Elliptic-super-regularization, introduced by Browder-Ton [2], and later developed by 
Ton [13]. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we recall some results to 
be used throughout the paper. Section 3 presents the concept of an associated operator. This 
concept is further used to regularize a VZ with monotone operators. Section 4 focuses on the 
regularization of pseudo-monotone VZ. The paper concludes with some remarks concerning the 
approach. 
2.  PREL IMINARIES  
In order to make this paper self-contained, we briefly set forth below some definitions and 
results which we use here. For more details, the reader is referred to Isac [6] and Zeidler [15]. 
Let Z be a real Hilbert space with (.,.)z and [[-[[z as the inner product and the norm, 
respectively. 
We recall the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ~ : ~9(:~) C_ Z ----+ Z and x ,z  E I)(Z) be arbitrary. The operator ~ is 
said to be 
(i) monotone, if[ 
(ii) pseudo-monotone, iff 
(~x  - Yz ,  x - z )z  > O, 
(~ 'x ,  z - z)z _> 0 ~ (~ 'z ,  z - x)z _> 0. 
(iii) strongly monotone, iff there exists a constant m > 0 such that 
(Ta :  - . r z ,  x - z )z  _> rn l l z  - z l l~ .  
The proof of the following result can be found in Kinderlehrer-Stampacchia [7]. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let 2: : l)(2:) - Z ~ Z be single-valued, monotone, and hemicontinuous, 
let IC C_ Z be nonempty, closed, and convex, and let f E Z be an arbitrary element. Then, the 
condition that there exists an x E ]C such that 
(2 :~-  f , z  - x)z  >0,  Vze~,  (2) 
is equivalent to that x is a solution to the following system, find x E IC such that 
<2:z - f , z - z>z  >o,  Vz e to. (3) 
If, in addition, either IC is bounded or 2: is coercive (i.e., ((2:x, X)z/[[xl[z ) ~ -boo as HX[[z 
-boo), then (2) is solvable. If the coerciveness of2: is replaced by a stronger hypothesis, namely: 
is strongly monotone, then the solution to (2) is unique. 
It is worth mentioning that under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, the set of all solutions to (2) 
is closed and convex. 
3. REGULARIZAT ION 
We begin with the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For j = 1,2 let y j  be a Banach space, y~ be the topological dual of y j .  
We say that an operator J:2 : 7)(2:2) c_ 3)2 ~ y~ is monotonically associated to the operator 
• )W1 : 7)(2:1) C___ Yl  -'-'+ Y~, i f  the monotonicity of the operator :7zl confirms the monotonicity of 
the operator 2:2. 
The concept of the associated pseudo-monotone operator is defined analogously. It is clear 
that for the above notion to be meaningful the two operators hould be connected in some sense. 
Indeed we envisage a situation in which operator 2:2 is constructed from 2:1 by mean of a mapping 
satisfying certain conditions. A simple example of such a mapping is furnished below. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 2:1 : 7)(2:1) ~ Yl -+  Y~ a11d let a : 3)2 ' YI be a single-valued, 
continuous mapping which satisfies the condition that a(Y2) C_ 7)(2:1). Let a* : y~ --+ y~ be 
the transpose of the mapping a. Then 2:2 = a*2:l a is well-defined operator from the whole of Y2 
to y~ and is monotonically as well as pseudo-monotonically associated to the operator 2:1. 
PROOF. We give a proof for the statement that 2:2 = a*2:lg is pseudo-monotonically associated 
to 2:1. Then the proof for the monotonicity will follow in the same vein. For arbitrary x, z E 3;2 
we have ~(x), a(z) E 7)(2:1), and hence, 2:2x and 2:2z are well defined. Now we establish the 
pseudo-monotonicity of 2:2. Indeed, for x, z E Y2 and (2:2x, z - x)y 2 > 0, we have 
(a*2:l~z, z - z>y~ >_ o 
(2:10"X, O'Z -- O'X>y 1 ~ 0 
as 2:1 is pseudo-monotone and ax, az E 7)($'1). This further implies that 
<~'2:1~z,  - z>y~ >_ o, 
<2:2z, z - x)y~ > o. 
This completes the proof. | 
Let E be a real Hilbert space (which is identified with its topological dual) with norm I[" [[-=. 
Let ~ be a single-valued mapping from E into X and ¢* be the transpose of ~ from 2(* into E. 
For rI -- ¢(.--.) v)~, we define ~ = ~-l(I I) ,  and consequently, ~ C 2. 
Consider the following regularized variational inequality (for short, T~VZ), find x~. E E such 
that 
<¢*ACx~,~ +c~13x~, , , z - z~>= > <¢* f+c~g,z -x~, , )=,  Vz e ~, (a) 
where e,~ > 0, B : E --* E is strongly monotone and hemicontinuous and g E E. 
In order to justify the above formulation, we need the following. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let ~ be single-valued, linear, and demicontinuous. Then ~-a(II) C -= /s 
dosed and convex. 
PROOF. Let us assume H - f~ M ~(~) is nonempty in X (otherwise the statement is trivially 
true). As ¢ is a single-valued mapping, ¢- IH is a set in E. Convexity of this set follows as 
a consequence of convexity of 12 and linearity of the single-valued mapping. For closedness, 
let xn E ~-IH with xn ~ x. We claim x ~ ~-~l-I. Indeed, ~xn ~ ~, which implies ~x ~ 12 as 
is demicontinuous, and ~ being closed and convex is weakly closed by virtue of Mazur's lemma. 
Also, we have ~-l(~x) = x and this together with the previous argument yields x E ~-ll-I. The 
proof is complete. | 
Assume that instead of the exact data (A, f )  only the noisy data (Aa~, f~)  are available. The 
relationship between the exact data and the noisy data, and the hypotheses on the mapping 
are given through the following assumptions: 
1. there exists a nondecreasing bounded function T : ~+ ) ~R+, such that 
11.4  - .4 ,,xll _< w • v( 4) - 
2. for ff~,, E 2¢*, we have 
IIf - II < Zn; 
3. {en}n~=l, {an}~=l, and {~n}~=l axe sequences of strictly positive reals and are such 
that en, an, ~n, a~/en, t~n/en ) 0 as n --~ oo; 
4. the mapping ~ : E ~ 2( is single-valued, linear, and continuous with transpose ~* : 
X* ~ ~ and satisfies that H -= ~ M ~(~,) ~ 0. 
Combining all together, we have the following form of the 7~1;Z, find xr,~ E ¢-1(H) such that 
(¢*ACz~ +enBze . , z -x~, )= >_(¢*f +e,~g,z-x¢~}=, Vz E ¢-1(II). (5) 
We use the symbol lrn to Show the influence of the parameters en, c~n, and j3n, i.e., lrn := 
The following is an existence theorem for (5). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Assumption 4 be satisfied. Let A~ : T)(Aa~) C_ X ~ X* be monotone and 
hemicontinuous. Then, for any fixed (but arbitrary) n E A f, (5) is uniquely solvable. 
PROOF. In light of Proposition 3.1 and the condition that H ~ 0, the set ¢-I(H) is nonempty, 
closed, and convex. Therefore, in view of Theorem 2.1, it is enough to show that the operator 
(~*.Aa,,~ + enB) is strongly monotone. 
Indeed, for any x, z E -Z, we have 
+ e (Bx - Bz ,  x - z)=_ 
by taking into account he strong monotonicity of B and monotonicity of ~ ,  (which eventually 
results in monotonicity of the associated operator ¢*,4a~). This completes the proof. | 
It is evident, from the above discussion, that (1) and (5) are posed in different spaces. The 
idea behind the concept of an associated operator is to carry the monotonicity property from one 
space to another space. 
In order to study the stability properties of (5), we consider the following ~)2:, find x E ¢-I(H) 
such that 
(¢*A¢x-¢*S,z-x) >o, Vz ¢-1(H).  (6) 
We denote by S(¢*A~, ~*f, ~-l(Fi)) the set of all solutions to (6). 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let Assumptions 1-4 be satisfied. For n EAf,  let As ,  be monotone, demicon- 
tinuous, and ~(E) _C D(Aa,) .  Let S(~*A¢,~*f,~-l( I I))  # 0, H is a dense subset of ~ and f~,,  
g E X*. Then 
(i) the sequence {x,~,, }n°°=l C E i8 uniformly bounded; 
(ii) the sequence {xr,,}~°=l C • converges trongly to x* E S( (*A( , ( * f , ( - I (H) ) ;  moreover, 
x* is the unique solution to the problem, find x E S( ¢*A¢, ¢* f, ¢-l(II)) such that 
(~X, Z -- X)~ ~ (g, Z -- X)~., VZ e S (¢*A¢, ¢*f,  ¢-1(I'I)) ; (7) 
(iii) the ( image of x* is a solution to (1), that is, (x* E S(A,  f ,  ~). 
PROOF. In view of Proposition 3.1, the operator ~*Aa,,( is well defined. Moreover, under the 
conditions imposed on the mapping ~, it is monotonically associated to the operator ,4a,, and is 
demicontinuous (and hence, hemicontinuous) as well. It follows from Theorem 3.1, that for a fixed 
but arbitrary n E A f, there exists a unique x~ solution to the problem (5). Therefore, we have a 
sequence {x=,, }~°= 1. For the uniform boundedness of this sequence, let x E S((*A( ,  (*f, ¢-1(H)). 
Arranging z = xr,, in (6), z = x in (5), and summing them side by side, we obtain 
((*Aa.,~xTr. - ~*f/~., x - xr=)~ + ((*A(x - (*f, x~r,, - x)~ + en (Bx~r. - g, x - xr.~)~ >_ O. 
After performing a simple calculation, the above inequality ields 
The above inequality can be written as 
[°o 
~ T(IICzlI) + ~ IlCx -Cz~.ll + I I~z- gll~llz - x~ll-= _> mllz-z~ll~. 
This immediately confirms the uniform boundedness of the sequence. From the reflexivity of 
Hilbert spaces, the sequence {xr,, }n%l is weakly compact. Therefore, there emerges a subsequence 
denoted by {x~}~= 1 (here we use the convention that ~n = (gn, an,/~n)) converging weakly to 
some element x* E E. Furthermore, ~-IH being closed and.convex is weakly closed by virtue of 
the Mazur's lemma. Therefore, we have x* E ¢-1H. 
Considering an analogue of (5) for the subsequence {x~. }n~__l, we obtain 
(¢*A~,~x~, ,+~Bx~,z -x~)=>_(¢* f~, ,+~g,z -x~)=,  Vz E ~- l (n) .  
After using the Minty's formulation (cf. (3)) and performing a simple calculation, we obtain 
[~T(ilCzll) + &] IlCz - Cx,, l[ + ((¢*ACz - ~*f) q- gn(13z - g), z - x~,).- _> 0. 
Passing the above inequality to the limit n ~ oo, and bearing in mind that gn, ~n,/~n ~ 0, we 
obtain 
(¢*ACz-¢*f,z-z*)=>o, Vz E C-q-I. 
Making use of the Minty's formulation to the above inequality, we obtain 
(C*ACx* - ¢* f , z -  x*)= >_ O, Vz E ¢-~H. 
Therefore, under the setting u* -- ~x*, we have u* ~ f~ such that 
( .4u* -Lu -u* )>O,  vuen-~n¢(Z)  c_~. (9) 
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We prove that, indeed, the whole sequence converges (weakly) to the point x*. Let us denote 
by • the unique solution to (7). We claim that • = x*. Indeed as an analogue of (8), Vx E 
,.q(~*.A~, ~*f, ~- I (H)) ,  we have 
~(llCxll) + ~ IlCx - extoll + (Sx - g,~ - ~.)_= > 0. 
Passing the above inequality to the limit n ) co, we obtain 
( s~ - g,~ -~*)~ > 0, w • s (C*.A~, ¢*f, C -~(n) ) .  
Making use of the Minty's formulation to the above inequality, and arranging x = ~, we obtain 
(Bx* - g, • - x*)= >_ O. 
If we set z = x* in (7), we obtain 
(B~ - g, x* - ~)s  _> 0. 
Combination of the above two inequalities immediately ields 
(B~ - Bx*,  x* - ~)= _> 0, 
which in view of strong monotonicity of the operator B confirms that • = x*. 
Since x* is the unique limit of any weakly convergent subsequence of {x~ }n°°__l, we conclude 
X oo that the whole sequence { #,, }n=l converges weakly to x*. 
Let us prove that, indeed, the sequence {x,~,~ }n°°=l converges strongly to x*. 
Arranging z = x~, in (6), z = x* in (5), and summing them side by side, we obtain 
A simple calculation to the above inequality gives 
l imsup (Bx#,~,x~r,, - x*)= <_ O. 
T&---~ OO 
The above inequality, in view of the weak convergence of {x~,, }n~=l to x*, and the fact that being 
a strongly monotone operator, B is indeed of the type S+, (cf. [15, p. 584]), immediately gives 
X oo X*.  the strong convergence of { ~,,}n=l to 
It remains to show that inequality (9) is indeed valid for all u • ~. For this, let us begin with 
U oo an arbitrary f • ~. Since Ftn if(E) is dense in Ft, there exist { k}k=l C gtn  if(E) such that 
uk ~ f as k ~ co. Since ,4 is demicontinuous, we have .Auk ~ .At  as k ~ oo. 
However, in view of the monotonicity of .A, (9) can be expressed as 
(Au-y ,u -u* )x>O,  VuE ~n¢(E). 
Setting u = uk, we get 
(Auk  - f ,  uk - u* )x  > O. 
Passing k --+ c~ and recalling that .Auk ~ Aft ,  (uk -- u*) ~ ( f  -- u*), we get 
(A f  - f ,  Ct - U*)x > O, for f E ft. 
Making use of Minty's formulation, we conclude that 
(Au*  - f ,  ~ - u* lx  > O. 
Since f E ~ is arbitrary, we get the desired result. The proof is complete. I 
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4. REGULARIZAT ION CONTINUED 
In the present section, we deal with the case when A : D(.A) C_ 2d ----. X* is pseudo-monotone. 
Consider the following 1)27, find x • f~ such that 
(.Ax, z -x )x  >O, Vz•~.  (10) 
Let $(A, f~) be the set of all solutions to (10). 
(x) Assume that instead of the operator A we have a sequence {A~,}~=I which is connected to A 
in the sense of the following relation: 
II.A,:,,,, x - . '~ l l  < a,-,., Vx • Z~(.A.) - Z~(.A.,:,,,.). 
Consider the following 7~;Z, find x,~,, • (-1(1,i) c_ ~ such that 
(¢*~t~.,¢~.., + ~nZ~x=~, z - ~o)~ _> -~=llCz - Cx.., II, Vz • (- l ( I I ) .  (11) 
Let ,q~,,, n • Af be the set of all solutions to (11). Here ~r= = (an, e=). 
Along with (11), consider the following 7~VZ, find x~,, • (-1(1-I) C_ E such that 
( (*A(x~. + enBx~., z -x~. )~ > 0 .... Vz • (-I(HI). (12) 
Let $~r.,, n • Af be the set of all solutions to (12). 
We make the following assumptions: 
5. the mapping ( : E ) A' is single-valued, linear, compact with transpose (* : 2d* ~ E 
and satisfies that H = ~ A ((E) # 9; 
oo 6. { n}n=l and {an}n°°=1 are sequences of strictly positive reals and are such that en, an, 
Oln/£ n ~ 0 as n ) c¢. 
The following result signifies the relation between ~q~. and S~,. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let for n • Af, en > an. Then 
PROOF. Let us assume that S~,, # 9. This implies that there exist x~,, • ( - I (H)  c_ ~, such that 
(C*ACx.,, + ~Bx~,  z - z~)= > 0, Vz • ¢-1(H). 
This further implies 
(¢*A,~.Cz . .  + ~,~Bx,~,,, z - z~)= >_ (¢*A~.Cx.~ - (*ARz,~,,, z - x .~)= 
_> - I I ,A . , ,¢x~, ,  - ,A.<:x~.,~ II tlCz - Cx~,, II 
>_ -o,=11(= - ~:x~,, II 
> -~=llCz - ¢z~ II. 
Thus, x • ,~ , .  This completes the proof. 
We give an existence result for (10). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Assumptions 5 and 6 hold. Let ,4 : l)(,4) C_ X 
I I 
demicontinuous with (Ax, x)x  > 7[@[[,7 > O, Vx E 7)(A) and satisfies the condition that 
((E) C_ :D(A). Furthermore, let en >_ a,~, n • Af. Then, for every n • AZ, ~, .  # 9. 
PROOF. In view of Proposition 5.1, it is enough to show that S~= # 9. For this, first we claim 
that ((*,4( + enB) is coercive. Indeed, for x • E, we have 
((¢*A¢ + ~B)  x, z).- = ~ (Bx, ~).- + ((*.4¢~, ~)E 
= ~(Bx, z)~_ + (ACz, Cz)x 
> ~nmllxll~ -[ l lZ~(O)l l~ -"rll¢ll]llxll-.=. 
X'* be pseudo-monotone, 
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This proves the assertion. By virtue of the coerciveness of the operator (~*,4¢ + enB), there is 
no loss of generality to assume that the set ¢-1(II) is bounded. 
Define a nonlinear mapping h from ~-I(H) into ~-I(H) as follows: let w E ¢-I(H) be arbitrary, 
then 
hw = {w* E ~- l ( I I ) :  <enBW* + ~*A¢w,z -w*>= >_ 0, Vz E ¢-1(II)} • (13) 
Since for an arbitrary w, Aw is the set of all solutions to a ))Z which is built around the strongly 
monotone operator B, we infer from Theorem 2.1 that for each x E ~-l(II), the corresponding 
image set Ax is singleton. We claim that the mapping A is continuous. For, let xn ~ x with 
x n = hxn and x* = Ax. Setting z = (1/2)(x~ -b x*) in (13) with xn as a fixed point, we get 
Similarly, setting z -- (1/2)(x~ q- x*) in (13) with x as a fixed point, we get 
<~Bx* +¢*A~x, (1 ) (x*  +x*)-x*>=>_O. 
Combining the above two inequalities, we get 
Using the strong monotonicity of B, we obtain 
IIx* -x*ll~ < IIx~- I1~ II¢*ACx~ -¢*~z l l~.  
This further implies 
men[[Axn - hx[[~ _< [[~*A~xn - ¢*A~x[[~. 
Continuity of the mapping A(.) follows as a consequence of the continuity of ¢*A~ from weak 
topology to the strong topology. 
Finally, we claim that the mapping A is compact. Indeed, for [[xn[[= _< M,x E ¢-1H, it 
follows from the reflexivity of the Hilbert spaces, that xnj ~ x. This, together with the previous 
argument, yields Axn~ ~ Ax. The Schauder fixed-point heorem confirms the existence of a 
fixed point to the mapping A(.). It is clear from the definition of the mapping A(.) that the 
existence of a fixed point actually leads to the solvability of (12). The proof is complete. | 
Consider the following )2Z, find x E ~-l(1-I) such that 
(CACx,  z - x)~ > 0, V z E c-l(1-I). (14) 
Let S(~*A¢, ¢-I(H)) be the set of all solutions to (14). 
The following result shows the stability of (11). 
THEOREM 4.2. Besides the hypotheses ofTheorem 4.1, let ~q(¢*A¢, ¢-1(II)) ¢ 0 and H is a dense 
subset ofl2. Then 
(i) the sequence {Xlr,,}n°°=l C ~ is uniformly bounded; here x~. E ,~=. is chosen arbitrarily; 
(ii) the sequence {x~.}~=l c E converges strongly to x* E S(¢*A~, ~-I(H)); moreover x* can 
be isolated as a unique solution to the problem, find x E S(~*A¢, ~-I(H)) such that 
<~X,Z--X>=_ ~_ O, VZ eS(~*.A[~,~-l(II)); (15) 
(iii) the ~ image of x* is a solution to (i), that is (x* E S(A, 12). 
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PROOF. From Theorem 4.1, we infer that there exist x~,, E ~-l( I I )  such that 
(a= + e,)l[¢z - <x~, [[ + e=(Bx~,,, z - x~.)_= _> <¢*A~x~,,, x~. - z)a,  Vz E ¢-1(II). 
Let x E S(¢*A~,¢-I(H)).  Arranging z = x,,, in (14), using pseudo-monotonicity of ~*A¢ and 
combining the resulting inequality with the above inequality, (in view of the strong monotonicity 
of the operator B) yields 
(16) 
Taking into account he conditions on the sequences {a~}~=l and {e,~}n~=l, (16) confirms the 
uniform boundedness of {x~r.}n°°=l . Following the same arguments as in the previous section, 
X oo we conclude that there emerges a subsequence { ~. }n=l (here an = (e~, oTn)) converging weakly 
to x* E ~- 1 (F.). 
Considering an analogue of (11) for the subsequence {xa. }~=1, we get 
<¢*ACx~,,, z - z~.>-  > - (~  + ~) I lCz  - ¢~,~ II - ~ I tBz .~ It- IIz - ~,,11~. 
Passing the above inequality to limit n ~ oo, using the continuity of the operator ~*,4~ 
from weak topology to the strong topology, compactness of the mapping ~, and the fact that 
~n,OLn ~ 0, we conclude 
(ACx* ,¢z  - Cz*) > 0, VCz E I1. 
The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof is complete. I 
In the case of monotone operators, it is possible to consider the following more general form 
of (11), find x~., E ¢-1(H) such that 
(~*Aa,.~Xr,~ -t-enBX~r,L,Z-- Xlr,,>: > -en.r(ilx~r. i i~) l i~z-~xm, ll , Vz  E ~- l ( I ] ) ,  
where the mapping T is same as in the previous ection. 
It is important o realize the role of (6) and (14). It is well known that while performing the 
operator method of regularization for a noncoercive variational inequality, a typical assumption 
is the nonemptyness of its solution set. This assumption has been imposed on (1) and (11) 
through (6) and (14), respectively. 
We now briefly touch upon the possibility of the applications of the results of this paper. 
Let/C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of a real Banach space Z. Given a functional 
9 r : Z ~ ~, consider the following minimization problem, find x E ]C such that 
y(x)  < y (z ) ,  v z e ~.  
If ~" is convex and Gateaux differentiable, then the above minimization problem is identical to 
the YZ, find x E K: such that 
<f  x, z -x> >_0, VzEIC, 
where ~" (.) is the Gateaux derivative of ~'. 
Let 7-/be a Hilbert space which is imbedded into Z, that is, there exists a linear subspace 12 C Z 
such that :Z(?t) -= l~. Here Z is the imbedding map. For the sake of simplicity, assume that/C C 1~. 
One important example of the functional 9r might be 
5V(x) = [IPx - p 2, Y 
where T ~ is an operator from Z to a real Hilbert space y and p E Y. 
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Clearly the above minimization problem is in the framework of this work under the setting 
]C := ~, Z := X, 7-/:= ~, and 2: := ¢. The condition that H is a dense subset of ~ now becomes 
superflous because of the condition that ]C C_ ~2. 
Few examples of the function spaces atisfying the above requirements are as follows. 
• Let Z = ~/~)m'P(6) and 7-/= Ws,2(g), where s > m + (n/2) - (n /p )  and g C ~n. In this 
case 27 is compact. Here )d;m'P(g) and Ws'2(g) are the familiar Sobolev spaces. For the 
details, the reader is referred to Zeidler [15]. 
• Let Z = BY(G) and ~/= W1,2(g). In this case, 27 is continuous. Here BY(G) represents 
the space of functions of bounded-variations. For details, the reader is referred to Nashed- 
Scherzer [11]. 
• Let C be an imbeddable space, ~* be the continuous dual of ~ and H be the corresponding 
Hilbert space, that is, among other properties the relation E C H (in the usual sense of 
imbedding) holds. For the definition of imbeddable spaces and various examples including 
general Banach spaces and topological spaces, the reader is referred to Vainberg [14]. It is 
well known that for imbeddable space C, the relation H C E* is true. In this case, ~/= H 
and Z -- C* serve our purpose. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We conclude with certain remarks concerning the mapping ¢ used for the construction of the 
associated monotone operators. It is clear that the success of the present approach relies very 
much on the availability of such a mapping. However, the aim of the present work is to single 
out some of the essential features of a mapping which can be used to construct operators with 
desirable characteristics. The issue of obtaining the mapping ~ is not addressed here and can be 
considered as a topic for further investigation. 
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